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COnON MARKETING PRACTICES OF GROWERS AND
BUYERS IN SELECTED LOCAL MARKETS IN LOUISIANA
ALEX M. HODGKINS, JAMES F. HUDSON and FELIX E. STANLEY
Department of Agricultural Economies, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
INTRODUCTION
The average annual cash receipts of Louisiana farmers from
cotton lint and cottonseed during the five-year period 1944 through
1948 was $81,843,000, or 40.5 per cent of the average cash receipts
from all crops sold.l As a source of income to farmers, cotton is the
most important crop produced in Louisiana. In addition to its primary
importance as a source of income to farmers, cotton, because of its
wide distribution within the state, directly affects the welfare of
more farm people than anv other Louisiana crop. Some cotton was
planted on 61.3 per cent of the farms in the state in 1945, and was
distributed amon^ 56 of the 64 parishes.
2
The local cotton market has long been considered the weakest
phase of the cotton marketing system. Numerous studies in the late
1920's and early 1930's indicated that the premiums and discounts
paid for the various quc^lities of cotton in central and spinners'
markets were not fully reflected in the prices paid to growers in
the local markets. This tendency towards an average price for all
qualities of cotton in the local market has an adveri^e effect upon the
quality of the cotton produced because it lessens the farmer's incen-
tive to produce high quality cotton.
Pui-pose of the Study
The purposes of this study are: (1) to discover and describe the
cotton marketing practices followed by growers and buyers in
selected local markets in Louisiana, and (2) to compare the practices
followed in the organized one-variety parishes to those followed in
non-one-variety parishes.
The data were collected in Louisiana as part of the regional
1 United States Deoartment of A<Tricu1ture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics CASH
KFCETPTS FROM FARMING BY STATF.S AND COMMODITIES. CALENDAR ' YEARS
1924-44. January 1946, and FARM INCOME SITUATION, M^v 1947, ]une-]uW 1948 and
June 1949.
2 United States Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census UNITED <;T4TFq
CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE, 1945, pp. 57-71. '
;>iAih.b
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cotton marketing project. The information obtained is of importance
in pointing out the marketing practices followed in the local markets
in Louisiana and will be useful as background information for other
studies of cotton marketing practices.
Source of Information
Louisiana is divided geographically b^^- the Cotton Branch,
Production and Marketing Administration, United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, into four cotton grade and staple reporting
districts. These districts broadly represent the four cotton producing
areas of the state: District I, the Red River Delta Cotton Area; Dis-
trict II, the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area; District III, the
Mississippi River Delta Cotton Area; and District IV, the South
Louisiana Cotton Area (Figure 1.) These geograpliic divisions were
used as a basis in selecting the sample for this study.
The parishes in each of these districts were classified as "organ-
ized-one-variety" or "non-one-variety" parishes. Information on
the number and location of one-variety parishes v/as obtained from
the Louisiana Agricultural Extension Division. This list was com-
posed of the parishes in which cotton growers had qualified for the
Smith-Doxey services during 1947, and was submitted to the Exten-
sion Division by the government cotton classing" offices at Alexandria
and New Orleans, Louisiana.
All parishes in which farmers were not qualified to receive the
Smith-Doxey services during 1947 were considered non-one-variety.
This basis for classification imposes two limj'tations on the one-
variety data obtained: (1) Only the parishes which had qualified
for the Smith-Doxey services during 1947 were considered as one-
variety parishes. Parishes which had qualified in previous years,
even as late as 1946, were classified as non-one-variety. (2) Prior to
1947 there had been both Bureau of Plant Industry one-variety
organizations and Smith-Doxey one-variety cotton improvement
associations in Louisiana. Parishes which had never qualified for
the Smith-Doxey services may have contained the Bureau of Plant
Industry one-variety organizations prior to 1947. Although these
organizations were inactive in 1947, it is unlikely that any effect
they had on the production and marketing practices of their members
would have disappeared completely by the time this study was
made.
After classification, one organized and one unorganized parish
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was selected at random from each of the four districts.S The resultant
sample consisted of eight parishes, four of which were organized
and four unorganized for cotton improvement (Figure 1).
The cotton farmers to be interviewed were selected with the
assistance of the ginners in each parish. Schedules were obtained
from 182 farmers, 98 in organized and 84 in unorganized parishes.
Where possible a schedule was obtained from each cotton buyer to
whom the farmer interviewed had sold cotton in 1947. A total of 30
buyers, 16 in organized and 14 in unorganized parishes, were inter-
viewed.
COTTON PRODUCTION
The average size of the cotton enterprise on the 182 farms
FIG I.—Location of Parishes Included in the Study, by Co ' ton Grade and
Staple Reporting Districts, Louisiana.
included in this study was 80.5 acres. The acreage was considerably
3 Hereafter in this study, "one-variety parishes" and "non-one-variety parishes" will be
synonymous to "organized parishes" and "unorganized parishes," respectively.
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larger in organized than in unorganized parishes, 118 compared tu
37 acres per farm. About 67 per cent of the producers in the unor-
ganized and 39 per cent in organized parishes harvested fewer than
20 acres of cotton. Conversely, 28.6 per cent of the producers in
organized parishes compared to only 13 per cent in unorganized
parishes harvested 100 or more acres of cotton (Table 1). About 10
per cent of the producers in organized parishes harvested a larger
acreage of cotton than the 310 acres harvested oy the largest pro-
ducer in an unorganized parish. The average production was 100
bales per farm in organized and 29 bales per farm in unorganized
TABLE I.—Number and Percentage of Producers Harvesting Specified
Acreages of Cotton in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Acres
in
Cotton
Producers Harvesting Specified Acreage in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Less than 10* 20 20.4 34 40.5
10-19 18 18.3 22 26.2
20-49 13 13.3 12 14.3
50-99 19 19.4 5 6.0
100-199 13 13.3 8 9.5
200 and over** 15 15.3 3 3.5
Totals -.y _ 98 100.0 84 100.0
Lower limit of class: organized parishes—3 acres
unorganized parislies— acres.
**Upper limit of class: organized parishes—1129 acres
unorganized parishes—310 acres.
parishes. The difference in the total volume of cotton ginned, 27,403
bales in unorganized and 64,707 bales in organized parishes, indicates
the relative importance of cotton in the two groups of parishes
studied.4
Deltapine 14 was the adopted variety of producers in all organ-
ized parishes except Tensas. Coker 100 was the adopted variety of
one community in the Northern portion of Tensas Parish, and
accounts for the large proportion of this variety produced in organ-
4 United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Washington, D. C. COTTON
GINNED IN LOUISIANA: CROPS OF 1948 AND 1947, March 22, 1949.
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ized parishes. Producers in the Southern part of Tensas Parish
adopted Deltapine 14. Although two varieties of cotton were adopted
by producers in Tensas Parish, the Smith-Doxe^^ one-variety organ-
ization was parish-wide. The production of each variety was local-
ized, and inter-planting w^as not practiced. The two adopted varieties,
Deltapine 14 and Coker 100, accounted for more than 99 per cent of
the production in organized parishes (Table IT).
About 95 per cent of the cotton produced in unorganized parishes
was Deltapine 14. Although the one-variety coiton improvement
organizations may have been instrumental in establishing the one-
variety concept among Louisiana farmers, in 1947 there was little
difference in the varieties of cotton planted in organized and unor-
ganized parishes.
TABLE II.—Volume and Proportion of Cotton Produced, by Variety, in
Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Production of Specified Variety of Cotton in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Bales Per cent Bales Per cent
Deltapine 14 7,553 76.8 2,287 94.7
Coker 100 2,208 22.4 6 0.2
Stoneville* 36 0.4 112 4.6
Sure-crop
_ 29 0.3 0 0
Half and Half 7 0.1 7 0.3
Row den
_
0 0 4 0.2
Totals 9,833 100.0 2,416 100.0
Includes 106 bales of Stoneville 2B and 42 bales of Stoneville 5A.
GROWER PRACTICES
Source of Quality Information
Since the price paid for an individual bale or lot of cotton in
relationship to other cotton depends largely upon its quality, it is
important for the producer to know the quality of his cotton when he
is ready to sell. Of the 182 producers interviewed only 3 considered
themselves capable of classing cotton accurately. In other words, the
majority of the producers had to rely upon some source other than
themselves for quality information. Buyer classificotion at the time
of sale was the primary source of quality information, and there was
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little difference in the proportion of producers in organized and
unorganized parishes who relied upon this source for quality infor-
mation. Because the buyer is interested in buying the cotton as
cheaply as possible, his classification may be biased, and therefore
is of little value to the producer as a basis for bargaining.
Although the Smith-Doxey classification service is free, and
has been available to qualified producers since 1938, it was used by
only 12.2 per cent of the producers interviewed in organized parishes.
However, the producers using the service sold more than 12 per cent
of the cotton represented in organized parishes, which indicates that
the Smith-Doxey classification service was used more extensively
by large than by small volume producers. Although producers who
are not members of cotton quality improvement organizations are
not eligible to receive the Smith-Doxey services, approximately 5
per cent of the producers in unorganized parishes received quality
information from this source. These producers received the classifi-
cation by patronizing a gin or warehouse which had been designated
as the sampling agent by an eligible group of producers.
While none of the producers in organized parishes sold their
cotton without knowledge of its quality, approximately 8 per cent
of those in unorganized parishes did not know the quality of their
cotton when it was sold (Table III).
TABLE III. -Primary Source of Cotton Quality Information for 182 Pro-
ducers in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Source of Quality
Information
Buyers' class*
Smith-Doxey class
Warehouseman's class.
Producer's class —
Ginner's class
Quality unknown to
producer
Totals.
Producers Using Specified Source of Quality Information in
•Includes classification by cooperative associations.
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Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
82 83.7 70 83.3
12 12.2 4 4.8
3 3.1 0 0
1 1.0 2 2.4
0 0 1 1.2
6 0 7 8.3
98 100.0 84 100.0
Source of Market Information
In addition to a knowledge of the quality of his cotton, a pro-
ducer should know its market value when he is ready to sell. Wheth-
er or not a producer is well-informed as to market conditions
depends upon his source of market information, the frequency of
reference to the source, and his ability to adapt the information to
his individual needs. Market price reports are based on Middling
15/16 inch cotton. The producer must be able to add or subtract the
premiums or discounts which apply to the particular quality of
cotton he has to sell. Of the sources of market information used by
producers, the daily newspapers, radio broadcasts, and government
price reports seem best suited to their purpose. One or more of these
sources is regularly available to most farmers at nominal cost and
effort. Information from, other sources used by producers is likely
to be sporadic and may be biased. Many of the larger brokers and
cotton buyers have direct telegraph connections over which they
receive market information periodically throughout the day. Infor-
mation from this source is more timely than information from the
other sources. However, market information from this source, the
gin bulletin board, verbal information, and the price offer, require
contact with the source by the producer each time market informa-
tion is desired. As a result, the producer is likely to obtain informa-
tion from these sources only at the time he gins or is ready to sell
his cotton. Such information gives little indication of market trends
and is of little value in helping the producer decide when to sell his
cotton.
The daily newspaper, radio broadcast, or governm.ent price report
was the primary source of market information for 76.5 per cent of
the producers in organized and 67.9 per cent of those in unorganized
parishes. The daily newspaper was the primary source of market
information for 43.9 and 35.8 per cent, radio broadcasts for 21.4 and
25.0 per cent, and government price reports for 11.2 and 7.1 per cent
of the producers in the organized and unorganized groups, respec-
tively.
Approximately 10 per cent of the producers in organized and 26
per cent of those in unorganized parishes obtained market informa-
tion from cotton factors and brokers. A small percentage of the
producers in both groups obtained market information from the gin
bulletin board, verbal information, or the price offer (Table IV).
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TABLE IV.—Primary Source of Cotton Market Information Used by Pro-
ducers in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Primary Source of
Market Information
Producers Using Specified Source
Market Information in
of
Organi?:ed Parishes ' Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number id L/Cllt
Daily newspaper 43 43.9 '-inou 35.8
21 21.4 21
Government price reports 11 11.2 6 7.1
p/->+tr»n faninvi &' hrokers 10 10.2 22 26.1
5 5.1 1 1.2
4 4.1 3 3.6
4 4.1 1 1.2
Totals 98 100.0 84 100.0
^Information from friends who had sold cotton or had obtained information from
some other source.
Number of Buyers Interviewed Prior to Sale of Cotton
Cotton buyers generally receive a price basis at periodic intervals
from various sources such as the firms they represent, firms to whom
they sell, and other buyers. They use this basis and market price
quotations in determining the prices offered for various qualities
of cotton. Often a firm that must make delivery of a particular qual-
ity of cotton in the near future, raises its basis to buyers in the
field in order to obtain the necessary cotton quickly. In such cases
the producer who sells to one of these buyers is likely to get a higher
price for his cotton than if he had sold to another buyer. The pro-
ducer who obtains bids from several buyers prior to the sale of his
cotton is more likely to find one who has a special demand for the
particular quality of cotton he has to offer. This method of bargaining
is effective where there is competition between buyers. However,
in many of the markets surveyed only one buyer was available. As
a rule, the producers who sold on these markets produced small
volumes of cotton and considered the cost in time and money neces-
sary to obtain more than one bid prohibitive. In these non-competi-
tive markets it is especially important for producers to be well-
informed of the quality of their cotton and of market conditions.
Approximately 70 per cent of the producers in unorganized and
36 per cent of those in organized parishes interviewed only one
12
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buyer before selling their cotton. The smaller producers tended to
sell to the first bidder and, as the voliime of production increased,
the tendency to receive more than one bid prior to the sale of
cotton increased. All of the producers having a volume of more than
300 bales received more than one bid prior to the sale of their cotton.
The difference in the proportion of producers in organized and
in unorganized parishes who sold their cotton after a single bid was
pronounced in every size group where the number of cases warrants
comparison (Table V). The major reason for this was the smaller
size of the cotton enterprise on farms and the smaller volume of
cotton produced in unorganized than in organized parishes. In areas
where the volume of cotton was too small to attract competitive
buyers, producers sold to a particular buyer because no other buyer
was available. This condition was more prevalent in unorganized
than in organized parishes. Forty-four per cent of the producers in
unorganized and 12.2 per cent of those in organized parishes gave
"no other buyer available" as their reason for choice of buyer-
Time and Place of Sale of Cotton
Approximately 90 per cent of the producers in unorganized
TABLE VI.—Number and Percentage of Producers Selling Cotton at Speci-
fied Time and Place in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Place of Sale
Producers Selling Cotton at Specified Place
On the Date Ginned
Organized Parishes:
Gin or street market
Local cotton yard cr warehouse..
Farm v
Cotton buyer's office
Total producers sellinf..
Number
42
2
0
34
78
Unorganized Parishes:
Gin or street market
Local cotton yard or warehouse..
Farm i
Cotton buyer's office
Total producers selling
48
7
0
21
Per cent
42.9
2.0
0
34.7
79.6
57.2
8.3
0
25.0
76
On a Later Date
Number
2
4
1
13
20
Per cent
2.0
4.1
1.0
13.3
20.4
90.5
2.4
1.2
3.5
2.4
9.5
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parishes and 80 per cent of those in organized parishes sold their
cotton the same day it was ginned (Table VI).
The proportion of producers who sold their cotton on the same
day it was ginned was larger than the proportion of cotton sold at
this time. This indicated a tendency for small volume producers to
sell cotton immediately after it was ginned. The immediate sale of
cotton by small volume producers was more evident in organized
TABLE VII.—Number of Bales and Percentage of Cotton Sold at Specified
Time and Place in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Place of Sale
Cotton Sold at Specified Place
On the Date Ginned On a Later Date
Bales Per cent Bales Per cent
Organized Parishes:
Gin or street market 1,126 11.5 637 6.5
Local cotton yard or warehouse. 11 0.1 1,301 13.2
Faran 0 0 10 0.1
Cotton buyer's office 2,116 21.5 4,632 47.1
Total sales 3,253 33.1 6,580 66.9
Unorganized Parishes:
Gin or street market 745 30.8 9 0.4
Local cotton yard or warehouse 260 10.8 14 0.6
Farm 0 0 136 5.6
Cotton buyer's office 903 37.4 349 14.4
Total sales 1,908 79.0 508 21.0
than in unorganized parishes (Tables VI and VII). In organized
parishes 80 per cent of the producers sold 33 per cent of the total
volume of cotton represented im.med lately after ginning. Ninety
per cent of the producers in unorganized parishes sold 79 per cent
of the total cotton immediately after ginning. This was due in part
to the smaller and more uniform size of the cotton enterprise in
unorganized than in organized parishes.
From the standpoint of the proportion of producers using it, the
gin or street market was the most important place of sale. About
60 per cent of the producers in unorganized parishes and 45 per cent
in organized parishes used this place of sale.
Although a majority- of the producers sold their cotton at the
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gin or street market, their sales accounted for a small proportion of
me total cotton sold. Eighteen per cent of the cotton in organized
and about 31 per cent of that in unorganized parishes was sold at
the gin or street market (Table Vll).
From the standpoint of volume of cotton sold, the cotton buyers'
office was the important place of sale. About 68 per cent of the cot-
ton in organized parishes and 52 per cent in unorganized parishes
was sold at the buyers' office.
Although more producers sold their cotton immediately after
ginning and at the gin or street market, the sale of cotton at a later
date and at the cotton buyers' offices was more important from a
volume of sales standpoint.
Factors Determining Time of Sale of Cotton
The three most important reasons for the time of sale of cotton
by the producers interviewed were: (1) custom to sell immediately,
(2) price considered to be most favorable, and (3) to meet immediate
obligations. There was little difference in the proportion of producers
in organized and unorganized parishes to whom "custom to sell
immediately" was the deciding factor in time of sale. About 30 per
cent of the producers in organized and 18 per cent of those in
unorganized parishes sold their cotton when they considered the
price most favorable. The proportion of producers who sold to meet
immediate obligations was smaller, 11.2 per cent compared to 20.2
per cent, in organized than in unorganized parishes (Table VIII).
TABLE VIII.—Factors Determining Time of Sale of Cotton by Producers in
Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Reason for Sale of Cotton
Producers Selling Cotton for Specified Reasons in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Custom to sell immediately 55 56.1 48 57.1
Price considered most favorable 29 29.6 15 17.9
To meet immediate obligations^ 11 11.2 17 20.2
Convenience — 1 1.0 3 3.6
To avoid storage, insurance, and
other charges - 2 2.1 1
1.2
Total , 98 100.0 84 100.0
Small volume producers tended to sell because of "custom" or
16
*'to meet immediate obligations" while large producers sold when
they considered the price most favorable. Although only a small
percentage of the producers in both groups sold their cotton when
they considered the price most favorable, they sold a large propor-
tion of the total volume of cotton (Tables VIIT and TX).
TABLE IX.—Number of Bales and Proportion of Cotton Sold by Producers
for Specified Reasons in Eight Louisiana Parishes,
1947-48 Season
Reason for Sale of Cotton
Cotton Sold for Specified Reason in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Rales Per cent Rales Per cent
Custom to sell immediately 4,591 46.7 1,104 45.7
Price considered most favorable 4,707 47.9 994 41.2
To meet immediate obligations 4;i5 4.4 308 12.7
Convenience 74 0.8 9 0.4
To avoid storage, insurance, and
other charges 23 0.2 1
Total ^ 9,833 100.0 2,416 100.0
*Less than 0.1 per cent.
In most cases the producers who sold their cotton immediately
after ginning because of "custom" believed that in the long run the
price was most favorable at this time. These producers believed that
over a period of years the price received for cotton becomes pro-
gressively lower as the harvesting season advances. Another factor
which influenced producers to sell their cotton in 'mediately was that
they felt the inconvenience and added expense involved in the
storage of cotton tended to offset any increase in price they might
obtain by holding it until a later date.
Basis of Sale of Cotton
Most of the cotton sales by producers were based on samples
from the bales of cotton to be sold. The gryde and staple length as
determined from these samples was the basis fcr determining the
price of the majority of the cotton represented in this study. The
price paid for all cotton in organized and about 78 per cent of that
in unorganized parishes was determined b}^ this method.
About 16 per cent of the cotton in unorganized parishes was
sold on hog-round basis. Hog-round buying is ur satisfactory from
the standpoint of producers of high quality cotton since they do not
17
receive premiums for this cotton. Hog-round biiyers are familiar
;
with the area in which they buy cotton, and can approximate
closely the average value of tlie cotton in the market at a given time.
Although this practice is suitable to them, it penalizes the producer
j
whose cotton is higher in quality than the average for the commun- i
ity, and subsidizes the producer of lov/ quality cotton. Under such :
marketing conditions, the producer has little incentive to produce
high quality cotton.
The price of approximatly 6 per cent of the cotton sold in unor-
ganized parishes was determined on the basis of grade only (Table
X).
TABLE X.—Basis of Sale of Cotton by Producers in Eight Louisiana
Parishes, 1947-48 Season
. o e 1
(Ilotton Sold on Specified Basis in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Bales Per cent Bales 1 Per cent
Sample Classification
:
Grade and staple 9,833 100.0 1,877 77.7
Grade only 0 .0 142 5.9
Hog-round 0 .0 389 16.1
0 .0 8 0.3
Total 9,833 100.0 2,416 100.0
*Does not include remnants.
BUYER PRACTICES
The local buyer is the first step in the movement of cotton from
the producers to the cotton mills. His fimction in the marketing
system is to begin the assembly of cotton from numerous producers
into lots large enough for efficient handling by larger cotton mer-
chants, or for segregation into even-running quality lots for sale
direct to the mills. The efficiency w^ith which this function is per-
formed affects the entire marketing system and the cost of marketing
cotton.
Type of Buver and Size of Operation
About 31 per cent of the buyers in organized parishes and 57
per cent in unorganized parishes were independent ginner-buyers,
31 and 14 per cent, respectively, were shipper-buyers, 25 and 7 per
cent, respectively, were commission buyers, and 12 per cent in
18

organized and 22 per cent in unorganized parishes were independent
buyers. The buyers in organized parishes purchased 118,150 bales of
cotton during the 1947-48 season, or an average of 7,384 bales per
buyer. Independent ginner-buyers purchased approximately 4 per
cent of the cotton, shipper-buyers 59 per cent, commission buyers
•37 per cent, and independent buyers less than 1 per cent The buyers ;
in unorganized parishes purchr-ised 27,064 bales of cotton during the
1947-48 season, or an average of 1,933 bales per buyer. Independent
ginner-buyers purchased approximately 22 per cent of the cotton,
shipper-buyers 65 per cent, commission buyers 11 per cent and inde-
pendent buyers 2 per cent (Table XI).
The hierarchy of local cotton buyers in this study was more
or less well defined. At the beginning, in direct contact with the
producer and usually buying cotton from him only, were the inde-
pendent and independent ginner-buyers. Com.mission and shipper-
buyers usually were located in the larger local markets, and bought
cotton from producers and other buyers. In view of this the inverse
relationship between the proportion of buyers and the proportion of
cotton bought by each type is understandable. Independent buyers
bought the smallest average volume of cotton, followed by inde-
pendent ginner-buyers, commission buyers, and shipper-buyers in
ascending order by volume purchased.
The difference in the composition of local buyer types in organ-
ized and unorganized parishes reflects the difference in the volum.e
of cotton traded in the two groups of parishes. About 56 per cent of
the buyers in organized compared to 21 per cent of those in unor-
ganized parishes were shipper or commission buyers. A larger pro-
portion of commission and shipper-buyers is to be expected in large
volume trade areas because both depend upon their ability to
purchase a large volume of cotton for the success of their operations.
The shipper-buyer must have a large volume available in order to
meet the demands of his clients for specific qualities of cotton. The
commission buyer receives a specified commission per bale of cotton
bought, and is also directly affected bv the volume of cotton he is
able to buy. The volume of cotton bouefht by independent and inde-
pendent .^inner-buyers also affects th^ir onerations, but usually they
buy cotton in addition to other activities, so are not as dependent
upon the volume of cotton they are able to buy.
There was little difference in the size of buyers' territories in
organized and unorganized parishes, both having a wide range in
the radius of the territories in which the buyers purchased cotton
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(Table XII). However, the estimated average volume of cotton traded
in the buyers' territories was larger in organized than in unorganized
parishes. Five, or 35.7 per cent, of the buyers in unorganized parishes
operated in territories in which they estimated the Total volume of
TABLE XII.—Size of Territories From which Cotton was Bought by First
Buyers in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Radius in Miles Buyers Purchasing Cotton Within Specified Radii in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Numher Per cent
20 or less 7 43.7 7 50.0
21 - 40 4 25.0 4 2S.6
41 - oO 3 18.7 2 14.3
61 - 80 1 6.3 0 .0
More than 80 1 6.3 1 7.1
Total... 16 100.0 14 100.0
cotton traded at less than 1,000 bales. In no case did a buyer in
organized parishes estimate the volume traded in his territory at less
than 1,000 bales. The largest volum.e traded in a territory in unor-
ganized parishes was 30,000 bales. Four, or 25 per cent, of the buyers
in organized parishes operated in teiTitories where the estimated
volume was larger than the 30,000-bale m.aximum. in a territory in
unorganized parishes. The largest estimated volume traded in a
territory in organized parishes was 150,000 bale.s.
Sources From Which Buyers Obtained Cotton
Approximately 77 per cent of the cotton in organized parishes
and 91 per cent in unorganized parishes was purchased directly from
the producer. About 23 per cent of the co-^ton purchased by buyers
in organized parishes and 9 per cent of that purchased by buyers in
unorganized parishes was from soiirces other than the producer
(Table XIII). The larger volume of buyer-to-buyer trading in
organized parishes again indicates the difference in volume of cotton
traded in the markets in organized and unorganized parishes. The
buyers in the larger markets, most of which were located in organized
parishes, were the sales outlet for the small volum.e cotton buyers
in the outlying production areas. In addition, buyers in large volume
markets who specialize in supplying specific qualities of cotton often
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find it impossible to meet the demand through purchases from pro-
ducers alone. In these cases, buyers trade among themselves in addi-
tion to buying from producers.
TABLE XIII.—Volume and Proportion of Cotton Purchased From Specified
Sources by Buyers in Eight Louisiana Parishes,
1947-48 Season
Source of Supply
of Cotton
Cotton Purchased From Specified Source in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Bales Per cent Bales Per cent
Cotton producers 90,470 76.6 24,714 91.3
Cotton factors 19,000 16.1 0 .0
Cotton ginners 5,700 4.8 0 .0
other buyers 2,980 2.5 2,350 8.7
Total 118,150 100.0 27,064 100.0
Varieties of Cotton Purchased
Estimates of the varieties of cotton purchased by the buyer^
interviewed probably are not as accurate nor as reyjresentative of the
area studied as similar data collected from producers. The territories
in which the buyers operated frequently were larger than those
j|
covered by the estimates of producers, so their knowledge of specific
details is likely to have been less accurate. Some buyers' estimates '
were not representative of the area studied because their operation
were not confined to the parish in which these operations were
based.
Buyers estimated that 89 per cent of the cotton purchased in
organized parishes and 79 per cent in unorganized parishes was
Deltapine 14 (Table XIV). Half and Half comprised 3.8 per cent of
the total cotton purchased in organized parishes, in which producers :
reported that only 0 1 per cent of the cotton ginned was Half and'
Half. The production of Half and Half cotton in Louisiana is almost
entirely in the North Louisiana Upland Cotton Area. Even in this
area, production is so scattered that it is difficult to find a buye^
who has a demand for it. As a result, most of it moves into
Shreveport-Bossier City market, the nearest large volume m£ i
to the area in which it is produced. About 93 per cent of the Half a |
Half was purchased by buyers in Bossier Parish, and 63.5 per '
was bought by a single buyer. This accounts for the large propor!
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of the variety purchased by buyers located in organized parishes.
The purchase of Coker 100 and Delfos also was localized. Ap-
proximately 90 per cent of the Coker 100 was bought by a single
buyer in Tensas Parish, where it was the adopted variety of one
TABLE XIV.—Volume and Proportion of Cotton Purchased, by Variety, by
Local Buyers in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Variety Purchased Cotto-n Purchased by Buyers Located in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Bales Per cent Bales Per cent
Deltapine 14 105,333 89.1 21,485 79.4
Half and Half 4,512 3.8 210 0.8
Stoneville 2B 300 0.3 4,190 15.5
Coker 100 „ 3,860 3.3 345 1.3
E elfOS 2,260 1.9 24 0.1
Stoneville 5A 895 0.8 390 1.4
Rowden 0
.0 420 1.5
t)ther 990 0.8 0 .0
Total 118,150 100.0 27,064 100.0
cotton improvement organization. Similarly, 83.2 per cent of the
Delfos was purchased by one buyer in Tensas Parish. The purchase
of Stoneville 2B was more scattered. Nine buyers, eight in unorgan-
ized and one in organized parishes, bought some Stoneville 2B.
Basis on Which Cotton Quality Was Determined
The methods used to determine the quality of cotton varied
between buyers. The grade and staple length of the cotton were
the two factors of quality upon which 94 per cent of the buyers in
organized parishes and 64 per cent in unorganized parishes based
their price offer. Only a small percentage of the buyers said that
the character and variety of the cotton were considered in determin-
ing their price offei
.
None of the buyers located in organized parishes
reported buying cotton on a hog-round basis. Three, or 21.4 per cent
the buyers in unorganized parishes bought 8.3 p(^r cent of the total
-on purchased on this basis (Table XV). These ihree buyers were
so ginners.
.
It is a well known fact among cotton classers that a frequent
ference to grade standards and staple types is a necessary check
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TABLE XV.—Basis for Determination of Cotton Quality by Local Buyers
in Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Basis lor Quality
Determination
Buyers Determining Cotton Quality on Specified Basis in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Grade and staple 15 93.8 ay D4.0
j.
Grade, staple, char-
acter and variety.. .. 1 6.2 2 14.3
Hog-round 0 .0 3 21.4
Total 16 loo.a 14 100.0
on a classer's accuracy. Under the best of conditions, cotton classing^
is inexact to a certain degree. Without standards oi some kind against
which frequent checks can be made, any classes into which the-:
classer places the cotton necessarily must be broad. Although i
a majority of the buyers in both groups said their price offer was:
based, in part at least, on the grade and staple length of the cotton,
only one-half the buyers in organized and 28.6 per cent of those in^
unorganized parishes had access to official grade standards and;!
staple types. It should be pointed out, however, that some cotton i
firms supply their buyers wilh type samples of the various qualities j
of cotton they need. These type samples, althoiigh unofficial, fre-
quently are more exacting than the official standards and staple
types. The extent of this practice was not determined.
Use of the Smith-Doxey Classification hy Buyers
The attitude of buyers toward the Smith-Doxey classification
of cotton varied from outright hostility to unequivocal support off
the program. Approximately 19 per cent of the buyers in organized;!
parishes and 29 per cent in unorganized parishes said they were ;
willing to purchase cotton on the Smith-Doxey classification. Sixty-^-
nine and 50 per cent of the buyers in the two groups, respectively, J,
were definite in their unwillingness to buy cotton on this classifica-
tion. The remaining buyers in both groups were not familiar enough j
with the service to have formed an opinion one way or the other.!,
Therefore, at the time ?t was given, their answer amounted to ar
unwillingness to accept the classification as a basis for the purchase
of cotton (Table XVI).
Many of the buyers who said they were unwilling to buy cottor
on the Smith-Doxey classification approved the service, but coulc
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TABLE XVI.—Acceptance of the Smith-Doxey Cotton Classification by
Locai Buyers in Eiglit Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Willing to Buy Cotton oti
Smith-Doxe> Classification
Buyers' Reaction to Smitii-Doxey Classification in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Yes - _ 3 18.8 4 28.6
11 68.7 7 50.0
Uncertain* „ 2 12.5 3 21.4
Total _ 16 100.0 14 100.0
Buyers who were not familiar with the classification service did not know whether
or not they would be willing to accept it.
not use it as a basis for buying cotton because they could not sell
on it. One explanation for the lack of wide acceptance of the classifi-
cation by cotton firms and buyers was that the official grades for
cotton, which are used in the Smith-Doxey classification, are too
broad. Some cotton firms designate as many as four qualities of
cotton which fall within a single official standard for grade. There
are price differentials between these commercial grades, and com-
petition prevents buyers from accepting the Smith-Doxey grades.
This would, in effect, mean paying an average price for the commer-
cial grades which fall within a given official grade. Such a practice
would attract the lower qualities within the official grade, while the
higher qualities would be sold to competitors who recognized the
difference in quality and based their prices accordingly.
A few buyers based their objections to the classification upon
the alleged incompetence of the Smith-Doxey classers. These buyers
usually were openly hostile to the service, and had evidence of
glaring errors which had been made by classers. Buyers less hostile
to the service admitted that the Smith-Doxey classers occasionally
made mistakes, but, so far as they could tell, m.ade no more frequent
nor worse mistakes than is to be expected of any cotton classer.
Market on Which Cotton Prices Were Based
About 94 per cent of the buyers in organized parishes and 79
per cent in unorganized parishes used New York Futures Market
nuotations as the base in cotton price determination (Table XVIIV
The nrincii-)al reason for usin^ New York Futures prices was the
activitv of the market. Because of the large volume of trading the
New York market tends to reflect price changes more quickly than
any other market.
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Two buyers, one each in organized and unorganized parishes,
reported basing their prices on the nearest cenlral market prices.
Two buyers, both ginner-buyers, and both in the same unorganized
parish, reported having no definite market upon which their prices
were based. Both buyers sold to other local buyers, who kept them
informed of price changes.
TABLE XVII.—Number and Percentage of Buyers Using Specified Market as
a Base for Cotton Price Determination in Eight
Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Buyers Using Specified Base for Determining Price in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
New York futures 15 93.8 11 78.6
Nearest central market 1 6.2 1 7.1
No definite base 0 .0 2 14.3
Total 16 100.0 14 100.0
Weights Used in Settlement for Cotton Purchased
Cotton weights upon which settlement with the seller was based
were determined either by a licensed weigher at a public warehouse
or by the ginner. Warehouse weig?its were used in settlement for
79 per cent of the cotton purchased in organized parishes and for
76 per cent in unorganized parishes. Final settlement for the remai n-
ing cotton represented in both groups was on gin weights, none of
which were guaranteed (Tabl'> XVIII).
TABLE XVIII.—Volume and Proportion of Cotton Purchased on Srrcified
Weights by Local Biivers in Eight Louisiana
iPari^hes, 1947-48 Season
Wi'ights
Determined by
Cotton Purchased on Specified Weights in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Bales Per cent Pales Per cent
Ts inner
. 24,610 20.8 6,564 24.3
Licensed weighs r at
warehouse 93,540 79.2 20,500 75.7
Total 118,150 100.0 27,064 100.0
Assembly of Cotton into Even-Running Lots
One function of the cotton marketing system, is to collect cotton
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of various qualities from producers and deliver it to the mills at
the time and in the quantities and qualities needed. Mills demand
cotton of uniform quality. Somewhere m the marketing system
cotton must be assembled into even-running lots of the various quali-
ties preparatory to its delivery to the mills. Because the 100 bale lot
usually is the unit of trade, most local buyers do not have sufficient
volume to enable them to practice the assembly of cotton into
uniform quality lots. However, local buyers whose volume is suf-
ficiently large frequently are able to improve their bargaining posi-
tion by selling cotton in uniform lots. In assembling the cotton, they
perform more ol the necessary marketing services and widen their
range of prospective market outlets. The result is that these buyers
usually obtain higher prices for their cotton. A.hout 38 per cent of
the buvers in organized and 28.5 per cent of those in unorganized
parishes assembled the:r cotton into even-running lots. As might
be expected, this practice was followed by the large volume buyers
only. The grade and staple length of the cotton were the two factors
of quality considered in the assembly of cotton Other factors con-
sidered by some buyers, in addition to grade and staple length, were
the production area and variety (Table XIX).
TABLE XIX.—Nnmber and Percentage of Local Ruvers Assembling Cotton
into Even-Running Lots, bv Snecified E^ctors of Quality, in
Eight Louisiana Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Buyers Using Specified Factors for Assembly of Cotton in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
(irade and ; taple length 3 1S.8 1 7.1
Grade, staple and produc-
tion area _ 0 .0 3 21.4
Grade, staple and variety 2 12.5 0 .0
Grade, staple, production
area, and variety _ 1 6.2 0
.0
No assembly... „ 10 62.5 10 71.5
Total 16 100,0 14 100.0
Financing the Purchase of Cotton in the Local Market
A large proportion of the cotton in local markets is bought
with borrowed capital. The two major reasons for this are: (1) the
purchase of cotton in large volume requires more capital than the
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buyer is able to supply, and (2) the demand for capital for buying
cotton is seasonal. A cotton buyer, even if he had sufficient capital
to finance his operations, could ill afford to keep the capital required
available for seasonal use. If the volume of cotton bought is large, 1
it is usually more economical to borrow the necessary capital when
it is needed.
Approximately 31 per cent of the buyers in organized and 64 per
cent of those in unorganized parishes used personal funds with
which to buy cotton (Table XX). The larger proportion of buyers
in unorganized then in organized parishes who used personal funds
probably was the result of the larger proportion of small volume
buyers in unorganized parishes. The volume of capital required to
purchase cotton is directlv proportional to the volume of cotton
purchased. Therefore, small volume buyers more often than larse
volume buyers are able to finance their purchases from personal
funds.
TABLE XX.—Number and ProDortion of Buyers lU\n^ SDerified Source of
Capital for PurchasiiiET Cotton in Ei;^ht Louisiana
Parishes, 1947-48 Season
Buyers Using Specified Source of Capital in
Organized Parishes Unorganized Parishes
Number Per cent Number Per cent
Personal funds 5 31.3 9 64.3
Local banks. 5 31.3 3 21.4
Central market cotton
merchants 5 31.3 2 14.3
Oil mills
_ 1 6.1 0 .0
Total 16 100.0 14 100.0
Approximately 69 per cent of the buyers in organized and 36
per cent of those in unorganized parishes used borrowed capital to
buy cotton. The proportion of cotton purchased by those buyers
using borrowed capital was considerably larger than that purchased
by buyers using personal funds.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Grower Practices
The average size of the cotton enterprise on the farms studied
was 80.5 acres. The organized parishes were better adapted to cotton
production than the unorganized parishes. The average size of the
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coxton enterprise m organizea parishes was 11^ acres, cumpareu tu
Si acres per larm m unorganizea pansnes. 'Viae total cotion proaucea
was t)7,7u7 bales in organized and Z7,4UcJ bales m unorgamzea par-
ishes. As a resuii oi tne larger volume ol cotton produced, marketing
laciiixies were more nigniy aeveiopea m organized than m unorgan-
ized parishes.
in organized parishes, Deltapine 14 and Coker 100 were the two
varieties adopted Dy tne one-variety organizations, and accouncea
lor more than 9y per cent of the cotton represented in this study,
in unorganized parishes, about 95 per cent of the cotton produced
was Deltapine 14.
All of the cotton in organized and 78 per cent of that in unorgan-
ized parishes was sold on the basis of its grade and staple lengm.
Six per cent of the cotton in unorganized parishes was sold on the
basis of grade only, and 16 per cent was sold on a hog-rounu oasis.
The major difference in the source of quality information used
by producers in organized and unorganized parishes was that 12.2
per cent of the producers in organized compared to 4.8 per cent in
unorganized parishes obtained the Smith-Doxey classification for
their cotton. All of the producers in organized, compared to 91.7 per
cent in unorganized, parishes had information as to the quality of
their cotton prior to its sale.
Approximately 70 per cent of the producers in unorganized and
36 per cent of those in organized parishes interviewed only one
buyer before selling their cotton. There was a tendency for large
producers to obtain bids from a larger number of buyers before
making a sale than did small producers. The proportion of producers
who sold after receiving only one price offer was greater in every
size group in unorganized than in organized parishes. The fact that
44 per cent of the producers in unorganized compared to 12.2 per
cent in organized parishes sold to a particular buyer because no
other buyer was available reflects the difference in the markets in
the two groups of parishes.
Approximately 90 per cent of the producers in unorganized
parishes and 80 per cent of those in organized parishes sold their
cotton the same day it was ginned. The proportion of producers
who sold their cotton the same day it vvas ginned, and who used
gin or street markets as the place of sale, was larger in unorganized
than in organized parishes. Since there was a tendency for small
volume producers to follc>w these practices, the Uvgev proportion of
producers in unorganized parishes who followed them probably was
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due to the larger proportion of small producers in these parishes,;
and to the less well developed markets.
Large producers tended to sell their cotton when they considered
the price most favorable and small producers tended to sell immedi-
ately after ginning because of "custom" and to meet immediate
obligations. "Custom to sell immediately" was the deciding factor
in time of sale for 56.1 per cent of the producers m organized and 1
57.1 per cent in unorganized parishes. About 30 per cent of the:
producers in organized parishes sold their cotton when they con-f
sidered the price most favorable, and 11.2 per cent sold to meet
j
immediate obligations. In unorganized parishes, 18 per cent of the
j
producers sold when they considered the price rr.ost favorable, and i
20.2 per cent sold to meet immediate obligation?.
Buyer Practices
Shipper-buyers and commission buyers were the two most promi-
jj
nent types of buyers in organized parishes, while independent gin-
ner-buyers and independent buyers were the most prominent in
,
unorganized parishes. From the standpoint of volume of purchases,
j
shipper-buyers were the most important outlet in both groups,
followed by commission buyers in organized parishes and independ-
ent ginner-buyers in unorganized parishes. The difference in the
composition of local buyer types -in organized and unorganized par-
ishes reflects the difference in the volume of cotton traded in the
two groups of parishes.
The grade and staple length of the cotton were the two factors
of quality upon which 94 per cent of buyers in organized parishes •
and 64 per cent in unorganized parishes based their price offer. None 1
of the buyers in organized parishes reported buying cotton on a
;
hog-round basis, as compared to 21.4 per cent of the buyers in unor-
ganized parishes who reported purchasing cotton on this basis,
j
Although a majority of the buyers in both grouy)S said their price |
offer was based, in part at least, on the grade and staple length of
the cotton, only one-half the buyers ?n organized and 28.6 per cent
of those in unorganized parishes had access to oi^ficial grade stan-
dards and staple types.
Approximately three-fourths of the buyers in both groups were
unwilling to buy cotton on the Smith-Doxey classification. Twol
major reasons for this were (1) the cotton could not be re-sold on the'
same classification, and (2) the range in quality included in each *
official standard for grade was too wide.
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About 94 per cent of the buyers in organize;.! parishes and 79
per cent in unorganized parishes used New York Cotton Futures
Market quotations as the base in cotton price del ermination. The
other buyers based their prices on the nearest central market, or
depended upon other local bu\ers to supply the price basis. The
weight upon which buyers settled wiih the sellers was determined
by licensed warehouse weighers for 79 per cent cf the cotton pur-
chased in organized parishes and 76 per cent in unorganized parishes.
Final settlement for the remaining cotton repres^"*nted in both groups
was on gin weights, none of which were guaranteed.
Approximately 38 per cent of the buyers in organized and 28.5
per cent of those in unorganized parishes assembled their purchases
into even-running lots according to grade and staple length before
reselling. Since this practice was followed by the large volume buyers
only, a larger proportion of the cotton in organiz-jd parishes than in
unorganized parishes was assembled into even-ianning lots before
resale.
Conclusions
1. The organized pai'ishes included in this ftudy were located
in areas better adapted to large-scale cotton production, produced
a larger aggregate volume of cotton, and contamed a higher propor-
tion of large-scale cottoi! producers than the unorganized parishes.
The larger volume of cotton produced in the organized parishes
resulted in more highly developed marketin^^ facilities than were
found in the unorganized.
2. Marketing practices followed by farmers varied with the
amount of cotton produced and the markets available. Large-volume
producers follow better marketing practices than small producers.
The higher proportion of large-scale cotton pi-^ducers in organized
parishes resulted in a greater proportion of pj'oducers in these par-
ishes following the more desirable marketing practices.
3. The larger proportion of producers in organized parishes who
had adequate information concerning cotton prices prior to the sale
of their cotton was due m part to the use of official price reports
made available to them under terms of the Smith-Doxey Act. Fur-
ther development in the use of market news information would
improve the producers' bargaining position in the sale of their
cotton.
4. The free classification of cotton for growers in organized
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parishes under the terms of the Smith-Doxey Act has been respon-i
sible in part for the larger proportion of producers in these parishes
;
having knowledge of the quaUty of their cotton before sale. Expan-
'
sion of participation in the Smith-Doxey progriim would increase
the number of farmers who know what quality of cotton they are
producing and would also tend to further improve the quality of
cotton produced in Louisiana.
5. There is need for further educational work, especially among
the smaller producers, with respect to the benefits to be derived
from the use of the services made available under the Smith-Doxey
Act and the means of applying these services as marketing aids.
/
